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DESCRIBED BY MR. CASTLE

IN PRESENTING the last of our three modern dances I am obliged to
revert to the very old and true saying that "There is no new thing under

the sun." However in the presentdanceyouwill find a pleasantchange,and
as it is very like the one-step I think it should becomepopular. On and off
for the last three months we have been introducing this dance at various
parties, and it has always been receivedwith a great deal of enthusiasm.
So far as the music for this dance is concerned,if you will play an ordinary
"rag half as fast as you would play it for the one-stepyouwill havea pretty
good ideaof the music and tempo.

And now for the dance itself. Before teachingyou the
steps I should like you to listen to themusic. You will find
absolutely no difficulty in dancing to it, but the natural
inclination is either to dance very fast steps double time

to the music or very slow stepswith it. The latter is what
most peopledo, and what is more they seem to enjoy it.

But it seems to methat, as to keepup the danceoneway is

too fast and the other too slow,the only real solution is to

combine the two. By doing this you not only make the
dancecomfortable, but you also make it possible to do a- great variety of easy and amusingsteps.º The position for this dance is the ordinary one, and I

start on my left foot going forward, and you on your right

º' foot going back. We take two slow stepswith the music
and then four fast steps double time to the music. This
completesthestep andonebar. We repeatthe thing—two
slow and four fast steps,and so on around the room. This

is very easy,and as it is themain step it should be done in

betweenother more difficult steps. In this way it makes
the changing from one step to another more simple. In

taking the slow steps in this dance the stride should be as

long as possible, as it adds a great deal of grace. (See the
first and secondphotographs.)
The next step is not quite so easy to explain as it is to

do. The first two slow steps are the same,except that I

walk forward a little to one side, instead of directly facing
you (seethe third photograph). After the secondslowstep
wespin round for threefast steps,reservingthe fourth and
last fast step to stop with, becausewhen one beginsspin

ning very fast it is difficult to stop right on
the beat, and so we saveour last step upon
which we stop, and I prepare to go forward
again. By stopping suddenly like this you
will find you unconsciouslyfall into half a

"grapevine'step (seethefourth photograph)
which gives the finish a very pretty effect.

I feelsure it is unnecessaryfor me to ex\ plain what a grapevinestep is
,

as it is far too
well known. In the beginning of the danceJ furore, when al
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trot first cameout the grapevine" wasthestandbyof al
l

the beginners,and

it wasabout as far as most of themgot, for whichthey shouldnow be thankful.
The countingfor the secondstep is "O-n-e, t-w-o, one, two, three,stop."

the first two stepsslow and the last threespinning fast.
The third step is muchlike thefirst, with theaddition of a verypretty little

back kick (seethe fifth photograph). The first two stepsare the same(slow
ones,you goingback on your right and I forward on my left). We then give

a tiny hop and both kick up at the back, you with your right foot and I with
my left (seethe fifth photograph). This takesup two fast beats,and for the
other two remaining beatswe take two fast steps in the
samedirectionwestarted. This completesthat step,which
takesthesamenumber of beats as theothers. The counting

is "O-n-e, t—w—o,hop, kick, three, four."
For the next step, instead of taking two slow steps

forward we take two drags to the side. This drag is a very
old negro step, often called "Get over, Sal." It is done
this way: You first take a small hop on your left foot, then
quickly throw theweight of the body on the right, dragging
the left up to the right. This shouldtake up onelongbeat.

I realize how difficult it is to understand this, but I can
think of no simpler way of explaining it, and the sixth
photographshouldhelpconsiderably. In it my wife is just
about to drag the left foot up to the right.
After this you do exactly the same step on the other

side (seethe seventhphotograph). This takesup theother
long beat; then you finish with four fast steps as in the
beginning of the dance. For you the counting is

: "Drag

to left,drag to right, one,two, three,four." As I am oppo
site you I have naturally to drag to the right while you
drag to the left.
Now here is a stepwhich is

,
I think, by far the prettiest

of all. In order to get into it easily it is necessary to begin

in exactlythe sameway as the first and main step–except
that I am at the side instead of directly facing you. We

Now we
take one moreslow step, as though we werecommencing *

º

commence"O-n-e, t-w-o, one,two, three,four.”

again,and,instead of taking thesecondstep,wefacequickly
around in the other direction without changing the posi
tion of our feet. This takes up the secondlong
beat (the eighth photograph shows us just after
we havemadethis turn).
The rest is fairly simple. We take four fast

stepsback in the direction fromwhich wecame
and repeatthe step.”O-n-e, turn, one,two,three,
four," and so on. There is one difficulty in this
step,and that is to keepthefeet in thesameposi
tion while you turn around,and, after you have
madetheturn, to avoid startingoff againwith the
four fast stepsahead of the music.
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